THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
5r a more complete accident and compensation insurance, and the
rbitration of conflicts.
With the most humanitarian concepts possible, it has seemed to
oany premature to apply a European code to Annamites: for example,
o give an eight-hour day to an Annamite who does not work steadily
our hours out of twelve. A labourer walks off if he is asked to replace
he tools he has been using. His leisure, it seems probable, would not
>€ profitably spent. Annamites have not method or discipline in their
ffork, probably due to the spasmodic if intensive labour demanded by
he rice-fields.
The Annamites have distinct psychological as well as economic
drawbacks as farmers. Their whole life is so impregnated with ritual
and static Chinese philosophy that it makes antique methods meritorious
simply because they are old. New crops, the regular care of animals,
the use of fertilizers are all incurably repugnant to him. He is even
suspicious of agricultural credit, that will extract him from the blood-
sucking usurers. Rice-fields require hard work of a disagreeable kind,
standing knee-deep in water and shooing off predatory animals for
hours at a time—yet it lasts for only a brief while. This has developed
the qualities of perseverance and industry, but it has done nothing
to remedy the Annamite's total lack of initiative. The native farmer
works within the strict orbit of his needs, which may be summed up
in Ms philosophy that it is easier to do without something than to work
for it. If his daily needs are satisfied, the Annamite takes no thought
for the morrow. The historical explanation of mandarinal exactions may
be brought forward, and the sumptuary laws that restricted display of
possessions, but with the increase of security and needs this attitude
should gradually break down. Varying tie crops should stimulate
exchange in regions that formerly raised all the same products, and had
no means of communication by which to distribute their highly perish-
able resources. Education over a long period of years is needed as a
parallel effort to extending agricultural credit, before the Annamite's
mental set-up will permit him and stimulate him to become a good
farmer and labourer.
Free rattier than coBtract labour is in accord with French policy:
and contract labour did drive out the worst form of requisitioned
labour. It seems likely that free labour will soon supplant contract^,
but this somewhat depends on 'the railway systemjs completl^.
It should in any case result ia a more equitable distribution of
the1. population, If labourers can return frequently to, their native
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